There’s more than one way
to inspire your exterior.

Exteriors are more than a
covering. They’re as much
a home design element
as the textures inside your
living room and the color
scheme of your perennials.
That fact is proven, beautifully,
in the wide selection of
colors, textures and shapes
you’ll find in our Portsmouth™
Shake and Shingles siding.

CEDAR SHINGLES

Rustic beauty is measured in more than shingles.
It’s measured in naturally evocative warmth, and our low-maintenance
Portsmouth™ Cedar Shingles siding provides it in droves. This conventional shingle
style—when combined with stone or clapboard—delivers a stunning and inviting
“one-two punch” exterior can transform the entire design of your home.

Colorful character: It’s time to bring it out.

•	Deep rustic grain patterned
from real cedar shingles

•	Superior impact, fade and
warp resistance

Portsmouth Cedar Shingles colors come in rich, expressive, durable and

•

•

Wind resistant up to 160 mph

unforgettable. Use the shades below to evoke whatever feeling you want

•	Assurance™ Fastening System
for secure, precise installation

•

Lifetime Limited Warranty

them to—and as a guide for bringing out your exterior’s best side.

SMART STYLES™ EXPRESSIONS

Regatta

Lighthouse Red

Seamless design

SMART STYLES™ WOODLAND

Graphite

Yellow Birch

Black Walnut

SMART STYLES™

New England Pine

Country Beige

Wheat

Aspen White

Cypress

Saddle

Clay

Greystone

Rye

Driftwood

SMART STYLES™ WEATHERED

Olive

Slate

Gray Moss

Pacific Redwood

Sandalwood

8’ CEDAR SHINGLES

Lengthen your curb appeal.
8’ Long Length Cedar Shingles siding goes a long way toward making your home
exterior the talk of the neighborhood. Its uniquely rich character and grain, and virtually
seamless appearance, give light and shadow plenty of room to play while leaving less space
for weather and pests to penetrate. Plus the additional length makes this siding style more
sustainable, which results in faster installation and less material waste.

Color choices that measure up
Make color part of the style conversation. When it comes to complementing

Olive

Slate

•

•	Superior impact, fade and
warp resistance

Seamless design

SMART STYLES™

SMART STYLES™ EXPRESSIONS

Lighthouse Red

•	Assurance™ Fastening System
provides a secure, precise
installation

•	No painting, no scraping.
Virtually no maintenance.

the look of our 8’ cedar shingles, these colors speak loud and clear.

Regatta

•	Warmly handsome
grain patterned from
real cedar shake

Graphite

Country Beige

Wheat

Aspen White

Cypress

Saddle

Clay

Greystone

Rye

Driftwood

•

Wind resistant up to 160 mph

•

Lifetime Limited Warranty

HAND-SPLIT SHAKE

Dimension and drama come naturally.
There’s something about hand splitting shingles that transforms each individual
piece into something enchanting and rustic. The rich, deeply ingrained surfaces of
Portsmouth™ Hand-Split Shake are patterned from real cedar and carry the same
authentic presence and intense shadows as hand-split wood.

Rustic beauty comes in many shades.

•	Deep rustic grain patterned
from real cedar shake

•	Superior impact, fade and
warp resistance

Whether it’s rich espresso, soothing beige or majestic lighthouse red—

•

•

Wind resistant up to 160 mph

or a uniquely complementary combination of colors—you’ll find many

•	Assurance™ Fastening System
for secure, precise installation

•

Lifetime Limited Warranty

ways to bring out the best in our hand-split shake siding.

SMART STYLES™ EXPRESSIONS

Regatta

Lighthouse Red

Olive

Slate

Seamless design

SMART STYLES™

SMART STYLES™ WEATHERED

Graphite

Gray Moss

Pacific Redwood

Sandalwood

Country Beige

Aspen White

Cypress

Saddle

Clay

Greystone

Rye

S TAG G E R E D E D G E S H I N G L ES

Aspire to new levels of eye candy.
The varied appearance of Portsmouth™ Staggered Edge Shingles siding
really multitasks—adding dimension, tying gables and other elements into your overall
design and providing a dramatic contrast to stone or clapboard. Add the richness
of real wood to your home while unifying it with a sense of simplicity.

Staggered Edge Shingles siding in all
its beautiful color variations.
The right juxtaposition of colors can add richness and bring out the personality in
your home while unifying your entire exterior. The effect can be staggeringly great.

SMART STYLES™

Country Beige

Aspen White

Cypress

Clay

Greystone

Driftwood

•	Hand-sawn profile patterned
from real cedar shake

•	Superior impact, fade and
warp resistance

•

•

Wind resistant up to 160 mph

•

Lifetime Limited Warranty

Seamless design

•	Assurance™ Fastening System
for secure, precise installation

HALF ROUNDS

Truly finish your siding.
Portsmouth™ Half Rounds are a classic way to accent and distinguish your exterior
while topping your home with instant curb appeal. Use our half rounds to add
visual pop to the simplest cottage or embellish gables for a dramatic finishing touch.
When it comes to making your home stand out, the beauty is in the details.

Top off with your favorite color.

•	Quaint cottage pattern modeled
from real cedar shingles

•	Superior impact, fade and
warp resistance

Color plays more than a supporting role in bringing out the charm of your

•	Seamless design

•	Wind resistant up to 160 mph

Portsmouth Half Rounds. So take your time choosing the complementary

•	Assurance™ Fastening System
for secure, precise installation

•	Lifetime Limited Warranty

color that best defines your home’s texture and personality.

SMART STYLES™

Country Beige

Aspen White

Clay

T4 5 P E R F E C T I O N S H I N G L E S

Attention to detail brings appeal to your curb.
Portsmouth™ T45 Perfection Shingles siding—with its subtle, natural cedar grain
and nicely defined shadow lines—transports your home to the coast
of New England without the moving costs and, all kidding aside, without
the costly maintenance associated with real wood.

The perfect siding comes in the
perfect color. For you, that is.

•	Deep rustic grain patterned from •	Assurance™ Fastening System
real cedar shingles
for secure, precise installation

We’ve made arriving at the perfect color easier with these convenient color

•	No painting. No scraping.
Virtually no maintenance.

options. Color reflects and affects design as much as texture, so keep your
favorite shades in mind when deciding what works inside your home and out.

SMART STYLES™

Country Beige

Aspen White

Cypress

Clay

Greystone

Driftwood

•

•

Seamless design

Wind resistant up to 160 mph

•	Superior impact, fade and
warp resistance
•

Lifetime Limited Warranty

For more design inspiration, visit ExteriorPortfolio.com.
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